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The world is destroyed in a devastating nuclear attack. Now Chuck and his family must learn to survive in a harsh new dystopia in
Fairbanks, Alaska. Retired Marine and survivalist Chuck Nagy, his brilliant and brave wife Madison, and his remarkable children
are thrown from the modern world into a dystopian wasteland in the span of a few heartbeats. Now it's up to Chuck to build a new
life in a post-apocalyptic world that becomes more dangerous every day. The Nagys do more than simply survive a devastating
surprise attack--they thrive. Together with other survivors, the Nagys must rebuild their lives in the Alaskan wilderness and create
a better society from scratch. But the Russian military is closing in. As Chuck leads the survivors through three hundred miles of
Alaskan wilderness in a fight for freedom, the odds are stacked against them. Food is scarce and the weather is brutal. In spite of
these dire circumstances, Chuck must unite the remaining survivors before they all--even his own children--are forced to pay the
ultimate price.
Beginning with the destruction of Jerusalem and continuing through the persecutions of Christians in the Roman Empire, the
apostasy of the Dark Ages, the shining light of the Reformation, and the worldwide religious awakening of the nineteenth century,
this volume traces the conflict into the future, to the Second Coming of Jesus and the glories of the earth made new. In this
concluding volume, the author powerfully points out the principles involved in the impending conflict and how each person can
stand firmly for God and His truth.
Almost 2700 years ago, the prophet Ezekiel detailed a massive end-times attack against Israel. The coalition he describes is still
making headlines today. Bible scholar Ron Rhodes analyzes current events in the light of biblical prophecy and empowers readers
to "interpret the signs of the times" (Matthew 16:3). This up-to-date assessment of the situation in the Middle East reveals vital
information about... financial and political ties between the group of nations north of Israel Muslim leaders' growing antagonism
toward Israel and the United States Iran's development of nuclear weapons and the resulting threat to global security the
polarization of nations supporting extremist Islam and the rest of the world globalization and its role in setting the stage for a
cataclysmic war Readers will grow in their confidence in God, for to Him, "the nations are like a drop in a bucket" (Isaiah 40:15).
God is building the body of Christ to be a powerful spiritual army on the earth to carry out his plans in these end-times. It is an
army of believers totally sold out to God with undivided devotion and a determination to serve him with all their hearts. They have
counted the cost of following Jesus and know that there is nothing greater in life than to do his will on earth. This is the army God
is using to build his kingdom and display his glory on the earth. Each believer is chosen and called by God into this army. Question
is how many will say yes to the calling. This book gives practical steps of how you can come into a place of intimate relationship
with God to know him and trust him so you can surrender your life to him and step into your calling. Each chapter is a building
block to build you up into Christ. You'll learn how to become Christlike in your walk and how to live as a citizen of the kingdom of
God. You will grow in your knowledge of the freedom you have in Christ so you can take that freedom to others and see lives
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transformed by the power of God. God will empower each believer in his army to become a mighty warrior to display his mighty
power on the earth. If each believer makes the choice to say yes to God's call and purpose for their lives, this could be the greatest
time for the body of Christ, and we'll see the glorious church of the Lord Jesus Christ rising up throughout the earth to demonstrate
the power and the glory of our risen Savior.
The blatant conspiracy by the world governments to deny a certain group of people of their history, heritage and legacy is the
biggest crime that has ever been committed in the history of the world. For years the political powers along with some of the most
influential church leaders in the world have been a part of a major cover up to keep the Hebrew people in a state of mental and
spiritual bondage that began way before the early years of the slave trade. To the general reader the Hebrew people are the
chosen first fruit of The Most High, they have been persecuted, rapped, sold into slavery, murdered and oppressed, and all
because they are the chosen people of The Most High. These are just some of the issues surrounding the Hebrews today, this
book will explore what is the true purpose of the Hebrew Israelites and how they are beginning to wake up to and deal with their
true identity today. This book also explores how The Most High is carefully placing his people back into the natural position as their
400 years of captivity from 1619 to 2019 finally comes to an end. They will be the new rulers of the earth and show how that The
Most High has planned for them to lead other nation's way before they became disobedient by not following his laws, statues and
commandments. Genesis 15:13
Three popular books, now collected for the first time in one special edition! We live in a world that seems to be on the verge of
coming apart. Shootings. Killer viruses. The threat of nuclear war. All of it is just too real. What is happening in our world today is
moving Christians to return to the foundations of our spiritual existence. Believers everywhere must get back to what matters most.
We must always remember our battle, at its most basic level, is spiritual. In The Prophecy Collection, popular Bible teacher Mark
Hitchcock helps you discover spiritual insight and spiritual tools to understand what's happening--and to prepare for the
future--through three important works: The End Times Survival Guide The Coming Apostasy (coauthored with Jeff Kinley) Russia
Rising As we prepare for the Lord's coming, it's time to understand the biblical truths you need to know in order to face an
increasingly decaying, darkening world. No matter what the future holds, anchor your spiritual health and welfare on the
immovable rock of God's Word.
The VADE MECUM IN TRIBULACIONE was meant as an eschatological manual for the thirteen catastrophic years between its
composition in December 1356 and the Thousand-Year Reign of Christ expected to begin in 1370. This manual, permeated by
passion for clerical reform, was intended to give righteous Christians practical and spiritual advice on how to survive this period of
tribulation. Likewise, it aimed to inform them about what to expect from the envoys of Satan, the Western and the Eastern
Antichrists, but also from Christ’s warriors, the papal restorer and his secular assistant, the French-Roman Emperor. Moreover, it
offered a brief outline of Christ’s Thousand-Year Reign and of Armageddon. The VADE MECUM was written by John of
Rupescissa OFM (c. 1310-1366), the most prolific apocalyptic author of the Middle Ages, as the central work of in all three
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manuals designed to prepare Christendom for the impending crises. As a completely new text type and summary of the late
Rupescissa’s doctrines, this eschatological manual fascinated numerous readers in the Late Middle Ages, who copied, reworked
and translated it and made it thus a pivotal text of medieval apocalypticism: ten versions of the Latin VADE MECUM in more than
forty manuscripts have come down to us. Rupescissa’s eschatological manual is his last known and most widely distributed work;
the present study provides an annotated critical edition equipped with an English translation. It inducts in the manual’s contents,
places them in the context of Rupescissa’s work and medieval prophetic literature, investigates important aspects of its reception
and clarifies the relationships between its different versions. Furthermore, it ends with a critical edition of the VENI MECUM IN
TRIBULACIONE, the most influential compendious version of the VADE MECUM. Thus this book offers an indispensable
fundamental contribution to the flourishing studies of Rupescissa and medieval apocalypticism.
Russia, again, is on the move. The news headlines proclaim it. Georgia was first. Then, Ukraine and the invasion of Crimea.
Meddling in the elections of the United States followed. For the fourth straight year, Forbes has ranked Vladimir Putin as the
world’s most powerful person—even above the president of the United States. Like it or not, the world has descended into a new
Putin-led Cold War 2.0. As the storm clouds gather, America sleeps. Russian’s hand in Syria and its closer ties to Iran are
especially alarming to those who know Bible prophecy and the book of Ezekiel. Putin is poised right now on Israel’s northern
border—an ominous sign of our times. What does the Bible say about our troubling times? In Russia Rising, Mark Hitchcock,
popular speaker and Bible prophecy expert, explores the history of Russia and its current military moves. He will explain the
biblical prophecies related to Russia, the Middle East, and the end times. The tracks of the Russian bear lead to the Middle East
and Israel. Are we on a collision course with Russia?

Asthma is a growing health problem throughout the developed world. This volume presents a critical review of all the
possible factors for this rising trend and includes research that has not yet been published in the scientific literature.
Discusses the basic biology of asthma and addresses genetic influences. Surveys the epidemiological evidence for the
worldwide trends in morbidity and mortality.
End Times Empire Rising will challenge your current understanding about the End Times in a comprehensive and
significant way. Many teachings about this critical period don't match current world events and are sharply at odds with
the writings of some of the disciples of John the Apostle, who wrote the book of Revelation. End Times Empire Rising
masterfully blends current real-world dynamics with early historical perspectives to give an exciting new vision of the End
Times. For example, do you know what nations comprise the Antichrist's ten-nation kingdom? They're not the ones you
might expect. Do you think you know what specific threat the Antichrist will be to Jews and Christians? What if this threat
also includes danger to certain Muslim nations? From long-standing topics such as the timing of the rapture and the
tribulation to the Antichrist's origins, this groundbreaking book focuses on Daniel, Revelation, and critical prophetic
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passages in Luke and 1 and 2 Thessalonians to prepare believers spiritually and practically for the coming days.
In an age when the supply of gasoline to feed this modern American society has become both more expensive and more
scarce questions are being pondered. Inquires like, How can a modern society scale back its dependence on gasoline as
a motive source?' Are there genuine alternative power sources?' Are they the answer to a growing crisis?' Recent
announcements of hybrids like those from Honda, Toyota, and Ford have really brought attention to this issue. Hybrids
that use both gasoline engines and electric motors. Really, though, alternative power sources have been around for as
long as the automobile has been. The battle between and among the steam car, the electric and the gas car was fought
out in the first couple of decades of the twentieth century. This book explores the ins and outs of that battle. A struggle
from which the gasoline car emerged completely victorious. To such an extent that steam cars and electric cars virtually
disappeared from the scene for many decades. We will look over all three alternatives, exploring their advantages and
disadvantages. We will also look over the obstacles to the steamers and the electrics. Barriers that still exist to a certain
extent. Handicaps that caused their disappearance in the first place.
Andrews Collins: GOBEKLI TEPE: THE COSMIC CONNECTION On Astonishing New Findings from Before 9,000 BC
William B. Stoecker: THE COMING NEW SPECIES Should We Be Expecting Strange Creatures Soon? Jeff Nisbet:
ANCIENT CODE OF THE TEMPLE BUILDERS The Shared Secrets of Rosslyn Chapel & Chartres Cathedral Michael E.
Tymn: THE MAN WHO PROVED HE WASN’T DEAD The Very Strange Story of the Late George Pellew Steven Sora:
VIKINGS & IROQUOIS: BLOOD BROTHERS? Just How Much Did These People Owe to Each Other?
Steele¿s family home lies in burnt ruins on the shore of Lake Michigan. His group hunts for his missing mother in the
apocalyptic wilderness filled with the dead. Instead he finds a group of refugees badly in need of his skills learned in the
shadow war on terror, for they are persecuted at every step by the Chosen, a group of fanatics hell-bent on creating
God¿s Kingdom in the rubble of society.Dr. Joseph Jackowski finds himself in a dangerous battle against both the deadly
virus and the clock inside the bowels of the Cheyenne Mountain Complex. His team struggles as their own members fall
victim to the virus in a race to discover a vaccine.Colonel Kinnick rushes his paltry forces into the rocky passes of
Colorado to hold the dead off long enough for a vaccine to be found. If he fails, the Vice President will burn the entire
Western Seaboard into the blazing inferno of a nuclear holocaust. With every fleeting moment, the whole world draws
closer to being overcome by the virus. In the most epic installment of The End Time Saga yet, Daniel Greene brings the
brutalized remainders of humanity even closer to the edge of defeat. Who will rise? The living or the dead?
The book explains all 22 chapters of the book of revelation plus some.
This book is about a woman’s quest for inner peace and love. Searching outside of herself for happiness, she suffers
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with anxiety, depression and loneliness. Following her intuition to call an add she sees listed in a New Age magazine
turns out to be the decision that changes her life. When she calls, a kind voice invites her to his ashram, which becomes
her consistent, heavenly home filled with love, peace and healing.
This book presents high-quality, peer-reviewed papers from the FICR International Conference on Rising Threats in
Expert Applications and Solutions 2020, held at IIS University Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, on January 17-19, 2020.
Featuring innovative ideas from researchers, academics, industry professionals and students, the book covers a variety
of topics, including expert applications and artificial intelligence/machine learning; advanced web technologies, like IoT,
big data, and cloud computing in expert applications; information and cybersecurity threats and solutions; multimedia
applications in forensics, security and intelligence; advances in app development; management practices for expert
applications; and social and ethical aspects of expert applications in applied sciences.
Isaiah 47:5-8 "Sit in silence, and go into darkness, O daughter of the Chaldeans; For you shall no longer be called The Lady of
Kingdoms. I was angry with My people; I have profaned My inheritance, And given them into your hand. You showed them no
mercy; On the elderly you laid your yoke very heavily. And you said, 'I shall be a lady forever, ' So that you did not take these
things to heart, Nor remember the latter end of them. "Therefore hear this now, you who are given to pleasures, Who dwell
securely, Who say in your heart, 'I am, and there is no one else besides me; I shall not sit as a widow, Nor shall I know the loss of
children'; Not every location has the same destiny. God doesn't have the same plan for every country of the earth. Some nations,
like Israel, Egypt, and even the revived Assyria, have prophetic destiny: Isaiah 19:23-24 In that day there will be a highway from
Egypt to Assyria, and the Assyrian will come into Egypt and the Egyptian into Assyria, and the Egyptians will serve with the
Assyrians. In that day Israel will be one of three with Egypt and Assyria-a blessing in the midst of the land, As end-time events
clearly unfold, many wonder where the USA is in the Bible. At the same time, many contend for a national revival that will quell the
rising tide of trouble and rebellion in the western world, missing that the last superpower, the end-time Babylon, has a very clear
fate. The fate of the end time Babylon is one of division, but also one of GREAT promise. The division is what Jesus wants! Out of
division, or unity-by-sanctification, will come one pure and spotless Bride...an end time Church that will share Jesus' very throne!
But, you must know where you live, and respond in agreement with Jesus, to get the inheritance He paid for you to have:
Revelation 18:3-4 For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, the kings of the earth have committed
fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth have become rich through the abundance of her luxury." (4) And I heard
another voice from heaven saying, "Come out of her, my people, lest you share in her sins, and lest you receive of her plagues.
ANCIENT MYSTERIESJESUS & THE GNOSTICS The Quest for Historical Reality Takes Some Startling New Turns BY MARTIN
RUGGLES LOST HISTORY OAK ISLAND: THE INCA/SPANISH CONNECTION Following the Evidence to South America BY
FRANK JOSEPH UFOs ROSWELL TO THE 33RD DEGREE A Former Air Force UFO Investigator Makes Some Startling
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Observations BY WILLIAM B. STOECKER LOST HISTORY DENISOVANS IN AMERICA? A Closer Look at DNA and the Coming
of the "Thunder People" BY ANDREW COLLINS ANCIENT MYSTERIES PYRAMIDS & THE GODS OF WEATHER An Electrifying
New Take on Possible Lost Ancient Technology? BY KONSTANTIN BORISOV, Ph.D. LOST HISTORY PYGMIES & DWARFS Is
There More Truth to the Legends than We Realized? BY CLAUDE LECOUTEUX POPULAR CULTURE THE MANY FACES OF
"SKEPTICISM" Taking a Closer Look at Where All the Noise Is Coming from BY MICHAEL E. TYMN ANCIENT MYSTERIES
PROPHECIES AND THE THIRD TEMPLE Are We About Due for the Apocalypse? BY JONATHON PERRIN ANCIENT
MYSTERIES JESUS IN KASHMIR? Did the Bible Tell the Whole Story? ARCHAEOLOGY SEARCHING FOR EGYPTIAN
ORIGINS IN NIGER Could the "Zinder Pyramid and Sphinx" Hold Clues to Zep Tepi? BY ROBERT M. SCHOCH, Ph.D. THE
FORBIDDEN ARCHAEOLOGIST A CLOSE ENCOUNTER WITH ROBERT SALAS BY MICHAEL CREMO ASTROLOGY THE
"LONG ZODIAC" OF DENDERA Unlocking the Mysteries of Cancer BY JULIE LOAR PUBLISHER'S LETTER ON THE TRAIL OF
OSIRIS AND THE "FIRST TIME" BY J. DOUGLAS KENYON
The book of Daniel offers a detailed analysis of a coming world leader who will oppress and destroy religious people. Donald
Trump is not that leader, but his actions and attitudes certainly portend what is just around the corner. Come see why.
Since 1960, there have been many books on Prophecy written. Many Christians feel and realize that we are living in the End Time.
However, End Time Prophecies, are in the Bible as Symbols and metaphors, turning the understanding into a lot of pieces of a
puzzle.If you dont place the right piece where it belongs, then the picture wont fit. Men for over 2000 years have tried to make the
pieces fit, shaving a corner here, forcing others to fit. However, we are told in the Bible that Prophecy could not be understood,
until the End Time.Dan 12:4 But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end: many shall run
to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased. 8 And I heard, but I understood not: then said I, O my Lord, what shall be the end of
these things? 9 And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end. 10 Many shall be
purified, and made white, and tried; but the wicked shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked shall understand; but the wise shall
understand.When I realized, the pieces did not fit, about 48 years ago, I dumped them. Keeping only those that history proved,
and the Bible itself interpreted.This book is not the same Orthodox teaching that Christians have heard over and over. Some might
find it offensive, I hope not. However, this book is my intensive studies, for 47 years. And I dont ask you to just take my word, for
these studies, but to constantly check with the Word of God. Compare, compare and compare
Bible prophecy expert Ron Rhodes offers an easy-to-understand yet detailed chronology and explanation of end-times events. The
chapters are arranged around the major end-times themes: the rapture, the tribulation, the millennial kingdom, and the eternal
state. Each chapter begins with a list of the specific events it covers, making this an extremely user-friendly chronological guide to
end-times biblical prophecy. Rhodes allows for various interpretations among Christians. Yet the sequence he describes is faithful
to the biblical text, based on a literal approach to prophecy, and held by many Bible scholars. As readers discover that they really
can understand Bible prophecy, they will come to love and trust the Scriptures like never before.
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What New Babylon Reveals to Us About the End Times What will the world look like in the last days? One significant clue the
Bible offers is a fascinating look at New Babylon. More than one-tenth of the book of Revelation is devoted to prophecies about
this city—the center of the antichrist’s world government. But are we to understand these prophecies symbolically or literally? In
New Babylon Rising, trusted prophecy expert Ron Rhodes offers insight into what God’s Word tells us about the worldwide
influence of New Babylon in the end times. Take a look at what prophetic Scripture says and discover the rampant paganism and
evil that will mark this infamous city learn about the convergence and fulfillment of many ancient prophecies about the tribulation
and second coming of Christ apprehend that God not only sees the future, but has determined how it will unfold As you explore the
Bible’s prophecies about the last days, you’ll discover that no matter how uncertain the future looks, you can have peace knowing
that God is in full control of all things.
When nine-year-old C.J. Walker touches the arm of his mother's dead friend at her wake service and whispers the wish that she
wouldn't be dead, he's just trying to do the right thing. But when the undertaker sees the woman's rosary sliding off her
outstretched fingers and tumbling down her raised left arm, the firestorm can't be held in check. Frightened people near and far
demand to know how many of their own loved ones might have been buried alive by the same undertaker, or by any undertaker.
But proof that C.J. Walker can indeed raise the dead is secretly videoed, then publicly aired. In a single morning, C.J.'s mother,
Lynn, watches their home becoming a fortress and her son becoming a target. Grieving individuals desperate to see death let go
of their loved ones; representatives from news, medical, and scientific organizations; influential religious representatives; and
powerful government agencies all move in to gain maximum positions of influence over the greatest power on earth. Through the
ordeal, Lynn and her separated husband, Joe, struggle to find a way to escape with C.J., to keep him hidden from every pursuer,
and somehow to make it possible for him to live a normal life again. But to do it all they must act quickly, before he's stolen away
by authorities in high places.
A Revealing Look at the Signs of the End Times After decades of researching biblical prophecy, bestselling author Timothy Dailey
warns that end-time events are closer than we realize. Connecting the dots between history, archeological findings, first-hand
accounts, and Scripture, Dr. Dailey shows that malevolent forces are converging to trigger the end of human history. He reveals: ·
the hidden activity of Gog and Magog over the millennia · worldly portals opening for the Antichrist · counterfeit signs and wonders
· and much more Yet under the shadow of the apocalypse, the world is witnessing an unprecedented spiritual revival and
outpouring of the miraculous. It's time for us to read the signs and take a stand, knowing that Jesus has promised to be with us to
the end of the age.
In China, an Army Is Rising... For years, China's population size, economic growth, and thirst for military power have taken center stage by
those who study biblical prophecy. Most end-time experts have seen the "Red Dragon" as an aggressor to Israel. In Revelation 16 and 19,
John's mention of the armies involved in the final battle marking the end of the world could well depict China's army today. However, a
different kind of army is also rising in China, and it is quickly approaching two hundred million people. This army is for Christ, not against Him.
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It is a host of Christians from the Chinese underground house church who are fighting a battle against principalities and powers and
spreading the gospel in unprecedented ways under intense persecution. These Christians are motivated by a powerful vision called "Back to
Jerusalem." The Chinese church is quietly working to complete the Great Commission by bringing the gospel to unreached peoples in
China's eastern provinces and to all the countries between the border of China and the city of Jerusalem. Yet there's even more to this
fascinating development. What you read in this book may change your view of end-time prophecy. Back to Jerusalem is not just a missions
movement of the Chinese church. It is an eschatological event confirmed by both the Old and New Testaments. God is using the Red Dragon
to fulfill His ultimate purposes. China and End-Time Prophecy explores the surprising connection between ancient prophecy and China's
modern missions phenomenon. This book will give you a new vision of what it means to go into all the world with the gospel. Most of all, it will
show you why the completion of the Great Commission is inevitable and the return of Christ is unstoppable.
The Wheel of Time ® is a PBS Great American Read Selection! Now in development for TV! Since its debut in 1990, The Wheel of Time® by
Robert Jordan has captivated millions of readers around the globe with its scope, originality, and compelling characters. The Wheel of Time
turns and Ages come and go, leaving memories that become legend. Legend fades to myth, and even myth is long forgotten when the Age
that gave it birth returns again. In the Third Age, an Age of Prophecy, the World and Time themselves hang in the balance. What was, what
will be, and what is, may yet fall under the Shadow. The seals of Shayol Ghul are weak now, and the Dark One reaches out. The Shadow is
rising to cover humankind. In Tar Valon, Min sees portents of hideous doom. Will the White Tower itself be broken? In the Two Rivers, the
Whitecloaks ride in pursuit of a man with golden eyes, and in pursuit of the Dragon Reborn. In Cantorin, among the Sea Folk, High Lady
Suroth plans the return of the Seanchan armies to the mainland. In the Stone of Tear, the Lord Dragon considers his next move. It will be
something no one expects, not the Black Ajah, not Tairen nobles, not Aes Sedai, not Egwene or Elayne or Nynaeve. Against the Shadow
rising stands the Dragon Reborn... TV series update: "Sony will produce along with Red Eagle Entertainment and Radar Pictures. Rafe
Judkins is attached to write and executive produce. Judkins previously worked on shows such as ABC’s “Agents of SHIELD,” the Netflix
series “Hemlock Grove,” and the NBC series “Chuck.” Red Eagle partners Rick Selvage and Larry Mondragon will executive produce along
with Radar’s Ted Field and Mike Weber. Darren Lemke will also executive produce, with Jordan’s widow Harriet McDougal serving as
consulting producer." —Variety The Wheel of Time® New Spring: The Novel #1 The Eye of the World #2 The Great Hunt #3 The Dragon
Reborn #4 The Shadow Rising #5 The Fires of Heaven #6 Lord of Chaos #7 A Crown of Swords #8 The Path of Daggers #9 Winter's Heart
#10 Crossroads of Twilight #11 Knife of Dreams By Robert Jordan and Brandon Sanderson #12 The Gathering Storm #13 Towers of
Midnight #14 A Memory of Light By Robert Jordan Warrior of the Altaii By Robert Jordan and Teresa Patterson The World of Robert Jordan's
The Wheel of Time By Robert Jordan, Harriet McDougal, Alan Romanczuk, and Maria Simons The Wheel of Time Companion By Robert
Jordan and Amy Romanczuk Patterns of the Wheel: Coloring Art Based on Robert Jordan's The Wheel of Time At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
This revealing work examines an approach from ancient astronomy to what was then a particularly important question, namely that of
understanding the relationship between the position in the ecliptic and the time it takes for a fixed-length of the ecliptic beginning at that point
to rise above the eastern horizon. Schemes known as “rising time schemes” were used to give lengths of the celestial equator corresponding
to each of the twelve zodiacal signs which make up the ecliptic. This book investigates the earliest known examples of these schemes which
come from Babylonia and date to the mid to late first millennium BC. Making an important contribution to our knowledge of astronomy in the
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ancient world, this volume includes editions and translations of all of the known Babylonian rising time texts, including several texts that are
identified for the first time. Through a close examination of the preserved texts it has been possible to reconstruct the complete Babylonian
rising time scheme. This reconstruction is unprecedented in its completeness, and it is also now possible to situate the scheme within a genre
of Babylonian astronomy known as schematic astronomy which presents theoretical descriptions of the astronomical phenomena. The unique
discoveries and fresh explorations in this book will be of interest to historians of ancient astronomy, scholars of Babylonian history and those
investigating the origins of scientific thought.
Even as seas rise against the shores, another great tide is beginning to rise – a tide of outrage against the pillage of the planet, a tide of
commitment to justice and human rights, a swelling affirmation of moral responsibility to the future and to Earth's fullness of life. Philosopher
and nature essayist Kathleen Dean Moore takes on the essential questions: Why is it wrong to wreck the world? What is our obligation to the
future? What is the transformative power of moral resolve? How can clear thinking stand against the lies and illogic that batter the chances for
positive change? What are useful answers to the recurring questions of a storm–threatened time – What can anyone do? Is there any hope?
And always this: What stories and ideas will lift people who deeply care, inspiring them to move forward with clarity and moral courage?
Venice, 1769. The City of Masks is awash with rumour. A strange man haunts the nearby island of Torcello, a skeleton strapped to his back.
A wolf wearing a priest’s cassock is spotted running through the fields. A mysterious courtesan bears signs of a most unusual form of
stigmata. Michele Archenti, former priest and devil’s advocate, and current publisher of a scandalous collection of erotic poetry, becomes
reluctantly embroiled in political intrigue. Called upon to defend the skeleton-bearer—his friend Rodolfo —against charges of heresy, Archenti
must navigate the murky political waters as well as the less-frequented canals of Venice, and outsmart the ambitious new Inquisitor from
Rome who vows not only to prosecute the heretic, but to see him burn. In the heady, uninhibited days of Carnival, the signs are ripe: the
citizens of Venice prepare for the Second Coming of Christ.
Bible scholar Ron Rhodes analyzes current events in the light of biblical prophecy and empowers readers to interpret the signs of the times
(Matthew 16: 3).
The second coming is perhaps the most confusing, controversial, and contentious of biblical doctrines. In The Lost Message of the End
Times, Ian Miller guides the reader through the many Old and New Testament prophecies that speak of Jesus's return. As he does so, he
brings their powerful, hope-filled, faith-inspiring, and life-changing message to life. With clear and easily understood explanations, this book
will show you how the Scriptures reveal a world of promise, not fear; a kingdom present, not to come; and the powerful bride as she is, not
one that needs to be raptured away.
I asked in Volume One of the series "This World's War on Fathers and Family," Is she crazy or demon possessed? With the mounting
number of incidents where women have harmed or even killed their own male children, spouses or significant others, I think that we can now
see that there is more going on than a little agitation. What is ultimately inside of any woman that would blatantly deny the scriptures has
come to a place where it wants to be out in the open AND accepted by all. What is really going on? The truth here is that there is no such
thing as a woman who is not submitted to "Something." The real question is "What" is she submitted to. The answer goes all the way back to
the Garden of Eden. These are not "Women." They are something different completely. "Jezebel Rising" is a study of just what drives our
sisters to this place and how it fits within the context of scripture. Elderyoungman.......
The Rising
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This collection bundles all 3 of the blockbuster Left Behind Prequels by Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins together into one e-book for a great
value! #1: The Rising The Rising begins a new Left Behind series that will give you a glimpse into the lives of your favorite characters before
the Rapture. Have you ever wondered what life was like before the Rapture for Rayford, Irene, and Chloe Steele, Bruce Barnes, Buck
Williams, and Tsion Ben Judah? Plus, see why Viv Ivins plays such a pivotal role in Nicolae Carpathia’s life. What were the events
surrounding Nicolae’s sudden rise to power? How did he become filled with evil? You will find all these answers and more in this exciting
new series! In The Rising, Marilena Carpathia has only one dream: to be a mother. So when a mysterious clairvoyant promises the fulfillment
of this dream, Marilena does not hesitate. Through genetic engineering and the power of the prince of darkness himself, Marilena is about to
become a chosen vessel, one who will unknowingly give birth to the greatest evil the world has ever known. Halfway around the world, God’s
plans are subtly being carried out too. Young Ray Steele is determined to avoid one day taking over the family business. Instead, Ray sets
his heart on becoming a pilot. Soon Carpathia’s and Steele’s lives will intersect. And good and evil will clash in an explosion that will shake
the world. The eternal battle for souls has come to earth. The world hurtles toward the countdown to the Rapture. #2: The Regime Dynamic
Romanian multimillionaire Nicolae Carpathia’s sphere of influence steadily grows as he parlays his looks, charm, charisma, and intellectual
brilliance into success in business and politics. But is it mere coincidence that those who oppose or offend him suffer to the point of death?
Meanwhile, a young Buck Williams begins his journalistic career. Pilot Rayford Steele gains more responsibility at work and at home.
Scientist Chaim Rosenzweig begins work on a secret formula that could change the world. All three go about their daily lives, unaware of
each other or of the powerful young man from Romania. Around the world, the stage is being set for the cataclysmic event that will change
the world forever. #3: The Rapture In this the final prequel to the blockbuster series, the story features the Rapture three-quarters of the way
through the book and then follows characters such as Irene and Raymie (and others) up to heaven, where they are able to see events in the
Tribulation from heaven’s perspective. The story alternates between events on earth immediately after the Rapture (covering lots of things
the authors wished they could have covered in the original volumes) and characters in heaven and how they view the chaotic events on
earth.
Has the final countdown to the end days begun? Are the heavens telling us we are nearing the end? Astronomers have noticed it is coming.
Historians have noted its significance. In 2014 and 2015, there will be a phenomenon in the skies of four blood moons falling during Jewish
feasts. This has only happened three times in recorded history: 1493-94, 1949-50 and 1967-68. Each time these dates have had
extraordinary significance for the Israelites. From the discovery of the New World to the creation of modern-day Israel, these years of the four
blood moons have truly been turning points in history. Bible prophecy describes the moon being darkened and turned to blood. What is the
significance of these signs in the skies? What will the future bring? Prophecy expert Mark Hitchcock guides you through the relevant Bible
passages so you can understand the times in which you live.
It is an educational informative book that interprets the world major events in the light of Bible prophecies in the past and future happenings
and how they interfered and changed and will change the social economic and political environment. In line up of the world powers who will
win the coming world war III and rule the world? The coming world war III the results are already known.
I strongly believe we are on the shores of a great vast “OCEAN” of revival just now. God is getting ready to open the floodgates, and when
he does, the world will have a visitation of the power, the glory and the judgment of God like it has never ever had before, for these to happen
the church must be militant, aggressive and forceful through prayer and warfare.
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We are in the Last Days of Bible Prophecy. The enemy and his cohorts are all out on the last lap of their mission to steal, kill and destroy
(John 10:10a). The days are shortened just as our Lord Jesus Christ prophesied in Matthew 24:22. Heaven is on the course of raising an
army of fearless but dreadful saints whom the Father empowers to overcome all Satanic obstacles, destroy the works of darkness, forcefully
execute the will of God on earth and bring the final harvest to completion. The New eBook, 'The End Time Christian Hell DREADS' is a mustread 86 pages eBook with a message specifically for the end time Church. In this eBook: 1. Understand God's mind concerning every
Christian living in the last days (and that includes you). 2. Understand the basic responsibilities and ministry vested on and entrusted to the
end time Church. 3. Different end time strategies and devices of darkness revealed; gain wisdom on how to recognize them; coupled with
how to escape these end time snares of the devil. 4. Understand how Heaven wants you to live and walk in the end times so as to remain
spotless and ready for the second coming of Christ. 5. Understand what God wants you to do in the now! 6. It's a spiritual world and we are
caught in this battle between light and darkness. Stay up-to-date with what is happening now in the spirit realm. 7. Learn how to wage
spiritual warfare (the right way) in the last days and remain victorious. 8. Become that end time Christian the Kingdom of darkness is scared
of trying nonsense with. ETC. In such a time as this, there's nothing worth missing this book for.
The final book of the Bible, Revelation prophesies the ultimate judgement of mankind in a series of allegorical visions, grisly images and
numerological predictions. According to these, empires will fall, the "Beast" will be destroyed and Christ will rule a new Jerusalem. With an
introduction by Will Self.
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